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Study L-750 October 15, 2012 

First Supplement to Memorandum 2012-40 

Uniform Adult Guardianship and Protective Proceedings Jurisdiction Act: 
Comparison of California Law on Elective Review of a Conservatorship and 

Related Issues 

Memorandum 2012-40 discusses the law, in California and its neighboring 
states, governing “elective review” of an existing conservatorship (i.e., review 
that is initiated by petition or on the court’s own motion, rather than on the basis 
of a periodic mandatory review schedule). The memorandum notes that the 
availability of elective review could alleviate some concerns about accepting the 
transfer of a conservatorship from another jurisdiction under the Uniform Adult 
Guardianship and Protective Proceedings Jurisdiction Act (“UAGPPJA”). 

In particular, the memorandum discusses a concern that the Commission has 
long recognized: notwithstanding the fact that a court in another jurisdiction has 
determined that a person needs a conservatorship, a California court applying 
California law could reach a different conclusion. If so, the UAGPPJA transfer 
provisions would require California to accept a conservatorship that would not 
be considered necessary under California law. 

One way to address that problem would be to relitigate the issue of a 
transferred conservatee’s capacity, under California law. A prior memorandum 
discussed how relitigation could arise pursuant to California’s periodic 
automatic court review of a conservatorship. See Second Supplement to 
Memorandum 2012-31. That memorandum presented two possible ways of 
coordinating UAGPPJA's transfer process with California's system of periodic 
review: (1) conduct the first California review of a transferred conservatorship at 
or near the time of transfer, or (2) determine the time of the first California 
review pursuant to California law, with the review interval running from the 
transferring state's date of appointment or date of latest review, report, or 
accounting. See id. at 15-17. The first approach might be considered overly 
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burdensome, while the second might entail a considerable delay between a 
transfer and the first instance of periodic court review. 

Memorandum 2012-40 explains how existing elective review procedures 
could be used by a conservatee or any interested person to relitigate the issue of 
capacity at any time after a UAGPPJA transfer. The memorandum acknowledges 
that this is “not a perfect solution” to the problem discussed above, but it does 
add another arrow to the quiver by providing a review mechanism that is not 
tied to the statutory periodic review schedule. 

Anthony Chicotel writes on behalf of the California Advocates for Nursing 
Home Reform to comment on the merits of elective review as a mechanism for 
post-transfer relitigation of capacity. His letter is attached as an exhibit. 

He writes that reliance on elective review as the sole vehicle for relitigation of 
capacity would be impractical, because some transferred conservatees will not 
have the wherewithal to understand their right to elective review and initiate it. 
To help address that problem, he suggests requiring that a transferred 
conservatee be given notice of the right of elective review. Id. Further, he 
suggests that there be a simplified mechanism for a transferred conservatee to 
initiate elective review (e.g., require a court investigator to visit a transferred 
conservatee and ask whether the conservatee would like to have the issue of 
capacity relitigated). Id.  

Mr. Chicotel also supports the idea, proposed in a prior memorandum and 
revisited in Memorandum 2012-40, of shifting the burden of proof in elective 
review of capacity after a UAGPPJA transfer. Under that approach, the 
conservatee’s capacity would be presumed. Id.  

Respectfully submitted, 

Brian Hebert 
Executive Director 




